**BETTER CHANGE**

**G**

I CAN SEE YOU IN THE DISTANCE AND YOU'RE HEADING FOR A FALL

**G**

SINKING DEEPER BY THE MINUTE YOU'RE ABOUT TO LOSE IT ALL

**Em G C G**

YOU BETTER CHANGE BEFORE THE SUN GOES DOWN

**Em G C G/B C**

YOU BETTER LEAVE BEFORE YOU ARE THE LAST IN TOWN

**Em G C G/B Am**

YOU BETTER RAISE YOUR FORTRESSES OR TEAR THEM DOWN

**Em C, G/B, G Em Em, C, G/B, G**

TEAR THEM DOWN

**G G C G**

THERE'S AN ANGEL ON YOUR SHOULDERS AND A DEVIL AT YOUR FEET

**G G C G**

AND THAT DOOR YOU SEE BEFORE YOU COULD BE POISON TASTING SWEET

**Em G C G/B C**

YOU BETTER CHANGE BEFORE THE SUN GOES DOWN

**Em G C G/B C**

YOU BETTER LEAVE BEFORE YOU ARE THE LAST IN TOWN

**Em G C G/B Am**

YOU BETTER RAISE YOUR FORTRESSES OR TEAR THEM DOWN

**Em C, G/B, G Em Em, C, G/B, G**

TEAR THEM DOWN

**G C G G**

I CAN SEE YOU IN THE DISTANCE AND YOU'RE HEADING FOR A FALL

**G G C G**

SINKING DEEPER BY THE MINUTE YOU'RE ABOUT TO LOSE IT ALL

**Em G C G/B C**

YOU BETTER CHANGE BEFORE THE SUN GOES DOWN

**Em G C G/B C**

YOU BETTER LEAVE BEFORE YOU ARE THE LAST IN TOWN

**Em G C G/B Am**

YOU BETTER RAISE YOUR FORTRESSES OR TEAR THEM DOWN

**Em C, G/B, G Em Em, C, G/B, G**

TEAR THEM DOWN

**G Em C, G/B G Em Em, C, G/B**

YOU GOTTA TEAR THEM DOWN

**G Em C, G/B G G G**

YOU BETTER TEAR THEM DOWN

**G Em C, G/B G G**

YOU BETTER TEAR THEM DOWN